
Along the Atlantic City Boardwalk, a
new player has come to town, and it
can’t be missed: a huge multimedia
display with brightly lit LED video
screens and an audacious audio sys-
tem all synched to a rock-and-roll light
show. The event is American Beauty,
the latest effort at drawing in board-
walk visitors at the Tropicana Casino in
Atlantic City.

Produced and promoted by
Tropicana, American Beauty is an
extravagant sound and light show
designed, fabricated, and installed by
Las Vegas-based YESCO in collabora-

tion with audio integrator McCann
Systems, of Edison, New Jersey.
Another partner was Dallas-based
Syncrolite, the provider of a major spe-
cial lighting effect.

Michael Taylor, YESCO Tropicana
project manager, says, “Tropicana
wanted to create a significant
Boardwalk attraction and was working
with the local architecture firm SOSH,
who had developed the initial concept.
Bill Salerno, of SOSH, contacted
YESCO to assist in evolving their origi-
nal concept into a compelling and
dynamic, yet practical, full-length

video presentation and light show that
would become the nucleus of the
Boardwalk and draw guests to the
Tropicana. In the team’s final design,
the multimedia display is an extensive
configuration of six vertical HD LED-
faced pylons, a curvilinear back-lit
architectural façade, Boardwalk down-
lighting, and overhead Syncrolite mov-
ing searchlights used as distinct illumi-
nated location markers visible for
miles. Complementing the LED screen,
a fully integrated audio system pro-
vides the musical accompaniment to
the shows.”

“When asked for ideas for a new
façade design for the project, we were
basically given a blank wall ‘canvas’
362' in length,” explains Jim Gietzen,
YESCO design director. “The goal here
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American Beauty
By: Louis Brill

The Tropicana multimedia display at work, with the five smaller pylons and large central pylon in showtime mode.

Designing a new multimedia display for
the Atlantic City Boardwalk
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was to create a huge multimedia dis-
play, along Tropicana’s Boardwalk, that
was energetic, dynamic, as well as
engaging to all the pedestrians who
walked by. We wanted to create some-
thing special here, a show of sorts, to
be totally immersive, and experiential,
with sound, lights, and creative visuals
on a grand scale, to be seen far down
the Boardwalk. We achieved this
through a blend of organic façade tex-
tures, mixtures of high and low LED
visual resolutions, vertical design ele-
ments with aerial light beacons, and
kinetic LED content.

“Rather than a long singular display,
the video screen is presented as sev-
eral LED covered pylons, along with a
series of perforated palm leaf pat-
terned panels that connect the pylons
together and fill out the space from
end-to-end. The palm leaf panels are
backlit with RGB LED striplights that
present complementary visual effects
of color washes and large animated

graphic patterns that accompany the
main video program.”

The palm leaf pattern motif, which
acts as an architectural scenic ele-
ment, was CNC-routed and used to
give the façade area a “tropical feeling
as a vacation location,” says Gietzen.
The patterns serve both as decorative
fill space between each pylon and,
with their exposed cut-out openings,
as windows to showcase the LED strip
lighting that accompanies the video
imagery.

The screen has two identities: By
day, it’s an advertising display promot-
ing the Tropicana’s hotel services; at
night, it transforms into an outdoor
multimedia show that acts as a two-
part entertainment draw. Seen from a
distance, it is a destination beacon of
bright lights and animated light beams
swinging back and forth across the
overhead night sky. Once people close
in on the video display, they encounter
American Beauty, offering an enter-

taining musical interlude to their
evening boardwalk wanderings.

The audio setup
“When we received the Tropicana
design brief, their audio requirement
stated they wanted to have a consis-
tent sound that was properly audible
along the entire 362' length of their
multimedia performance space,”
Taylor says. “What we didn’t want was
an audio system that was blasting
sound from one end to feed the other.
The preference was to have an
acoustical quality that was more
refined and controllable in how the
audio was presented to its audience.”

In developing the audio component,
YESCO partnered with McCann
Systems, an award-winning commer-
cial audio-visual design-build integra-
tor; the company devised an appropri-
ate outdoor audio system for the mul-
timedia display system.

McCann Systems account execu-
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By day, the Tropicana screen is an advertising display, promoting the hotel/casino’s attractions.



tive Travis Heitchew says that JBL
loudspeakers were chosen for their
ability to provide a quality musical
presence and because they were
weatherized for outdoor use. “The

stipulation was that the audio should
be able to project out at least 60' from
the display screen. With this audio
space defined, we divided the acousti-
cal space into a series of four audio

zones, each directing the sound into a
specific part of the Tropicana space.

“One zone is the in-ceiling speaker
set up installed within the soffits of the
retail building along the length of the
display,” he continues. “This allows us
to project the sound downwards and
reflect it towards the audience and
outdoor dining areas along the
Tropicana Boardwalk space.” The ceil-
ing audio configuration includes 37
JBL 45 C/T speakers, and 10 JBL
ASB6112 ceiling subwoofers. Crown
amplifiers, including CDi 1000 and CDi
4000 units, power the ceiling setup.

“The next audio zone consists of
two surface-mount speakers installed
directly to the left and right sides of
the center pylon as you walk in and
out of the main entrance. That audio
configuration includes two JBL 28T-60
loudspeakers powered by a JBL CSA
1120Z amplifier. 

“The creation of the third and fourth
audio zones involves a three-way line
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The Syncrolite units constitute a substantial lighting component of American Beauty.



array with an array encased within
each of the seven vertical pylons of
the LED multimedia video screen.
Each array group included JBL CBT
70J-1 and JBL CBT 70E units and JBL
ASB6112-WRX subwoofers with
4,000W of peak power. Audio dis-
bursement was rated at a 150° spread.
Each line array was powered by a
Crown CDi 4000 amplifier.

“The configuration of the line array
has each speaker in a specific direc-
tional alignment. The third audio zone
is established with the JBL 70J-1s
with a speaker alignment of 23° tilted
towards the audience. For the fourth
audio zone, we directed our other
speaker (JBL CBT 70E) out over the
Boardwalk to the very edge of the
audience area. In this space, a nearby
sand berm is used to keep the
acoustics in place and reflecting back
to the audience. The total output of
the Tropicana audio system is
10,670W @ 8 ohms.

“Being outdoors, there was also the
issue of ambient sounds that we had
to contend with,” adds Heitchew,
including audience chatting, wind, and
wave actions as background noises.
To overcome unwanted noise,
McCann Systems utilized two outdoor
professional weather-resistant bound-
ary layer microphones (AKG PZM 11
LL WR units) that were placed along
the roof of the Boardwalk building
behind the video screen. “The mics
constantly monitor ambient noises,
and, when the noises reach a defined
threshold, they automatically adjust
our speaker outputs to maintain our
optimal preferred audio levels.”

In managing the audio systems, a
Cisco router (SG200-DSP), BSS Audio
signal processor (BLU-100), BSS BLU
BOB2 audio output expander, and
three BSS EC-V audio volume control
units, a Wohler AMP2A-10S audio
monitor, and an RDL SID 10K audio
combiner. The entire audio system is

controlled through a Crestron RMC3
processor complete with a TSW-750-
B-S touch panel on the rack. Heitchew
says, “This allows the end user to
override any settings that we have on
audio operation as far as managing
the sound levels in its normal mode or
show mode, raising or lowering the
volume of any zone or turning the sys-
tem on or off.”

Vertical pylon towers
The LED video screen structure (362'
long and 20' tall) was designed by
YESCO. Its predominant feature is its
center pylon, which is 93' tall, with a
bullnose curve to its front end. The
pylon’s upper area is covered with a
60' x 46' 16mm YESCO video panel,
viewable at its center and left and right
sides and treated as a single wrap-
round LED video screen. On top of the
pylon is an open enclosure with three
rotating Syncrolite units. Deployed on
the left and right sides of the main
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pylon are a series of 40' smaller dou-
ble faced pylons, each side covered
with left- and right-facing 10mm, full-
color LED video screen. Each of the
smaller pylons has a single rotating
Syncrolite installed on top.

The rest of the multimedia display is
a treated façade with a palm leaf pat-
tern divided into a series of panels that
cover the entire front of the multimedia
display. Each textured panel is backlit
with a low-resolution YESCO RGB
LED Smartstrip with a 1" center
between each LED. The architectural
panels are a composite of three layers,
including its surface layer with a perfo-
rated stencil palm leaf pattern cut
across each façade panel. Directly
behind it is the second layer, which
acts as a diffuser screen, and, behind
that, the rear-facing YESCO
Smartstrips, which at night illuminate
the architectural panels. 

To complement the multimedia
screens, Philips Color Kinetics

ColorGraze Powercore lighting fixtures
are placed along the bottom of the
palm leaf architectural panels running
the entire length of the multimedia dis-
play. The ColorGraze fixtures act as fill
lighting.

The Syncrolite factor
Syncrolite provided eight SXL Xenon
arc-based 7,000W, white (6,000K)
search beam light fixtures that act as
long-distance moveable search
beams. “The lighting fixtures are cus-
tom-built as outdoor weatherized (IP
43-rated) lighting modules,” says
Steve Washington, Syncrolite’s chief
product officer. “The SXL unit presents
a light beam that can be moved hori-
zontally or vertically in just about any
direction. The variation is from a fully
collimated ‘tight pencil’ beam to a
beam with a 200° spread. The SXL
units include a high-speed ‘Venetian
blind’ dowser for dimming and
Syncrolite’s proprietary UBF (Universal

Base Frame) for outdoor ballast pro-
tection.

“The beams can be seen from the
Boardwalk as far out as a few miles
out across the Atlantic Ocean and also
seen throughout the Atlantic City met-
ropolitan area,” states Washington. “In
a clear evening sky with no fog or
other obscuring weather conditions,
they are easily visible between three to
five miles from its base.” The
Syncrolite fixtures are DMX-based and
individually addressable, allowing them
to be integrated with the rest of the
Tropicana evening multimedia show.

American Beauty
American Beauty is the first of several
planned multimedia vignettes that will
periodically be shown on the
Tropicana’s multimedia display. Both
the show and show management sys-
tem were developed by Las Vegas-
based Brian Henry Design; each com-
ponent will be discussed separately.
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American Beauty has the theme of
American patriotism, notes Henry. “A
three-minute video was composed
with its selected song, Guess Who’s
‘American Woman.’ Along with several
other visual vignettes, American
Beauty is continuously shown several
times each evening.

“Pre-show, the Syncrolites serve as
destination locators, identifying the
Tropicana Boardwalk as a happening
space. When the show starts, they
change from wide to narrow beams
with softer edges. Once American
Beauty begins, the beams are choreo-
graphed to follow various actions with-
in the show. 

Jennifer Henry, creative director at
Tropicana, says, “In the familiar con-
text of an MTV moment, American
Beauty is a collection of American
landmarks, historic entertainers, and
past presidents, all collaged into a
homage to American culture and his-
tory. In developing the graphic presen-

tation for the song, we had a story-
board: a model, Natesha Tuggle, who
makes the road trip as she ‘travels’
across the United States. Her journey
begins at the Statue of Liberty, and
continues with snapshot visits to the
Washington Monument, Mt.
Rushmore, the St. Louis Arch,

Hollywood, and the Golden Gate
Bridge. Her journey ends in an on-
screen fireworks display reminiscent of
a huge Fourth of July finale.” A full
production suite of imaging tools were
used to create the video segment, with
Tuggle filmed against a green screen in
various red, white, and blue outfits,

A Syncrolite SXL unit, installed on one of the smaller LED pylons.
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waving or driving her vintage corvette
through various landscapes. 

In American Beauty, the full scope
of the low-res media wall and the
ColorGraze fixtures come together in a
fully integrated performance, states
Henry. “The media wall effects are
more abstract and bolder with more
vibrant color and movement. The
media wall also acts as a ‘supporting
character’ as it follows ’s road trip nar-
rative on the large central pylon and its
smaller companion pylons. Since
American Beauty has a patriotic
theme, many of my secondary color
visuals for the low-rez screens and the
color graze fixtures were red, white,
and blue, and these colors were pre-
dominant fill colors supporting the big
screen show.”

In post-production, Henry used

Photoshop and After Effects, along
with 3D Studio Max for all the three-
dimensional imaging and for com-
positing images into its travelogue of
American culture.

Show control, Tropicana-
style
Henry also configured the Tropicana
show control system with a unique
show-management approach. “I knew
the Tropicana multimedia display was
going to be 11 LED screens, the low-
res wall lighting element, and all the
other media components that needed
to act as a single display system. \I
was assuming, as was the rest of the
team, that this entire media configura-
tion would be managed by a show
control system using either [coolux]
Pandoras Box, or d3 [Technologies] or

[Green Hippo] Hippotizer. This in turn
would require a server for each display
and a separate server to run all the
lighting equipment, and it was begin-
ning to become a pretty complex
setup.

“I also knew that Tropicana had a
pretty active digital signage network
that is managed by CastNET, a digital
signage software that controls and dis-
tributes electronic content to networks
of digital displays. Since Tropicana
already had several other CastNET
systems running that controlled much
of their other signage, I choose the
same scheduling software to be com-
patible with their already existing
media operations.

“In using CastNET, I partitioned it
by dividing it into several sub players
with each player hosting its share of

The Boardwalk prior to the installation of the multimedia LED display.



the show content and delivering it to
each of the 11 multimedia screens
including the five smaller pylons, [each
smaller pylon has two video screens, a
left and a right side] and the larger 60'
screen, which is essentially one large
LED video screen that wraps around
the entire pylon face. Control of the
Syncrolites was routed through an
RS232 line to DMX control.

“Ultimately, I took all the elements
of the Tropicana multimedia show and
managed that entire media operation
using CastNET from a single 4K com-
puter,” states Henry. “I selected the 4K
computer output after realizing that all
the multimedia screens’ visual sur-
faces could be covered with a single
server running at that resolution. The
system I designed is entirely open
ended, so that any 4K-capable system
[show control or digital sign platform]
can output to all of the displays and
lighting elements simultaneously. From
CastNET’s point of view, it sees the
Tropicana multimedia show as one big
display, and acts as scheduling man-
ager and a media player, driving the
entire show as a singular entity.”

Steve Callender, general manager
of Tropicana, Atlantic City notes that
since its multimedia display at the
Boardwalk went live on Memorial Day,
2015, the display has been attracting
thousands of people who stop by to
see its show: “Weekend by weekend,

our audience is growing as American
Beauty has now become a destination
of its own. Its reputation has gone
beyond the city limits, giving out-of-
town visitors reasons to come to
Atlantic City and to check out our
Boardwalk multimedia display.

“The Tropicana display is so big
and bright at night,” says Callender,
“that it can be seen from almost any
vantage point along the Boardwalk.

Because of its initial success, the
Tropicana is exploring the develop-
ment of several new themed programs
to expand its evening entertainment
multimedia presence. With this grow-
ing library and our expanding atten-
dance in visiting the display, it’s
become a convergence where Times
Square meets Atlantic City’s
Boardwalk.”
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